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Obiectives:
. To engage the children in something constructive and enhance their creativity.
. To enhance students' skill of expressing their thoughts.
. To instill sense of independence among the students.

. To acquaint the students with the significance celebration of Janamashtami and crown of Lord

Krishna,
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To make children aware of the rich Hindu mythology,'Krishna's Crown Making'activity was conducted

for class III. Prior to the activity life history of Lord Krishna and the significance of peacock feather in his

crown was discussed with the students.They were informed about the activity well in advance. Students

used mirrors, artificial flowers, straw, cotton, paint, stickers, glitter sheets, golden lace,etc. to decorate

ihe crcwn. Aii these eco-friencjiy tnings were used in constructive manner by the students to make arrci

beautify crowns. Students used their bilateral and fine motor co-ordination to cut patterns, designing,

drawing shapes, etc. The activity displayed creativity of the students and developed sense of love for

Lord Krishna. All the students participated enthusiastically and prepared excellent and eye-attracting

crown designs. They presented the concept beautifully. The young aspirants put their best creative

thoughts and ideas to make the crown look pretty. Students came up with many innovative ideas and

presented tough competition for each other. Five students from each section were selected on the basis

of creativity, constructivism and competence. Best five students among all were selected and awarded.

All the students were appreciated for their commendable efforts. This activity helped in enhancing their

thinking and creative skills. Overall, the activity was very interesting and the efforts of the s';udents were
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praise-worthy.
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